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ExECutivE Summary

in many ways, the growth and change in the Chinese 
automotive industry parallels the growth and change in 
the Chinese economy as both respond to a volatile 
economic world.

most notably, a rapidly growing Chinese middle-class is 
demanding value—safety, quality, reliability and style at 
an affordable price—at the same time as a flooded 
market is driving prices down and giving consumers a 
dizzying menu of choices. in a market roughly the same 
size as that of the united States, China boasts twice as 
many auto manufacturers. 

Analysts believe, therefore, that those companies that 
will thrive in the next decade will be the ones that create 
a powerful brand that brushes aside current assumptions 
about Chinese cars being cheap and unreliable and, 
rather, delivers automobiles tailored to consumer needs 
in specific markets. the trick is Chinese car companies 
must do this, even as they create new levels of efficiency 
in producing such autos.

the good news is that the advent of big data analytics—
the ability to quickly and cost-effectively integrate massive 
volumes of rich and disparate data structures to produce 
timely analyses and game-changing insights—can deliver 
all that’s needed to grow innovation, brand equity and 
profits. today, all of the necessary technological factors 
are in place: automated data collection, centralized and 
sophisticated data warehousing, collaborative informa-
tion sharing, and the ability to deploy a wide range of 
analytics right within the warehouse.

So the market is there. the technology is there. And if 
companies can make a commitment to big data analytics—
and ultimately structure their operations to turn data- 
driven insights into the type of automobiles that will find 
their way into the hearts and minds of Chinese consum-
ers, the rewards will likely be powerful and lasting.

to do so, companies will need executive leadership 
prepared to implement big data analytics on a step-by-
step basis, with each step creating a successful platform 
to build on the next one. beginning with one aspect of 
the operation—perhaps sales or warranty programs—
companies will be able to conduct precision analyses that 
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lead to a deep and rich understanding of the customer’s 
voice, as well as of cost and profit variances and their 
root causes. 

better decisions almost surely will follow—the types of 
decisions that create brand equity and long-term success.

introDuCtion

Faced with a series of challenges that are shrinking profit 
margins, automobile manufacturers around the globe are 
looking for ways to more precisely design, source, build, 
sell, and service their products. 

in China, where manufacturers have been producing cars 
more economically than anywhere else and where the 
industry is experiencing staggering growth, there is a 
twist to this scenario. With affordable cars and a glut of 
manufacturers flooding the market, Chinese companies 
must do more than continue to improve efficiency; more 
importantly, they must build a powerful brand that will 
differentiate them from competitors. to do so, Chinese 
companies must understand in extremely granular detail 
how every component part and process contributes to 
the building of the company’s brand in the eyes of con-
sumers—and the impact on the bottom line. 

the key to such understanding is big data analytics, 
which enable companies to quickly and cost-effectively 
integrate massive volumes of rich and disparate data 
structures to produce timely analyses and game-changing 
insights. in turn, those insights foster stronger innovation, 
brand equity and profitability. 

this paper discusses why Chinese automotive manufac-
turers need big data analytics and how they can use them 
to build brand equity and enhance the profitability of 
every unique product they manufacture, sell and service.

a gluttED markEt

the Chinese automotive market is the largest and most 
dynamic in the world with sales expected to exceed  
19 million units in 2011. the growth rate of China’s auto-
motive market is second only to india’s and most analysts 
expect continued growth to nearly 100 hundred auto-
motive brands that produce over 300 vehicle models. 
Competition is unusually fierce; with a market similar  
in size to the uS, China has twice as many automotive 
companies operating in it. 

Perhaps the most dramatic challenge in this red-hot  
market is the ability to stand out and articulate one’s 
brand value given the vast number of competitors.  
many manufacturers fail to generate substantial profit 
margins, because they struggle to meet customer 
demands for value—economy and gas-savings combined 
with aesthetics and reliability for a reasonable price.

the Chinese automotive market also is complicated by 
factors that include:

 ~ Genuine competition from a robust public transpor- 
tation system. 

 ~ A high cost of entry, which means overseas entrants 
tend to be the large international companies, such as 
General motors and volkswagen.

 ~ the aforementioned excess capacity is driving prices 
down.

 ~ New government regulations have taken aim at 
controlling overproduction. this means companies 
need to establish new markets, either at home or 
abroad.

 ~ the rapid growth of the Chinese economy, which has 
created an expanding pool of middle-class consumers 
who are strongly influenced by powerful brands. this, 
therefore, is where the greatest opportunity lies. 

thE riSE of China’S miDDlE-
ClaSS Car ConSumEr

many analysts believe that a good percentage of auto-
motive manufacturers operating in China today will not 
survive the next decade. those that do will have built a 
strong brand, based on reliably designing cars that meet 
the needs of middle-class consumers who are desper-
ate for affordable, stylish cars that are also reliable and 
fuel-efficient. 

thus building brand equity—the premium that a com-
pany realizes from creating products and services that 
have a recognizable name and reputation—depends on 
Chinese auto manufacturers producing cars that have the 
above qualities. Doing so demands these companies turn 
to the type of data-driven innovation that enables them 
to produce such cars efficiently enough to offset the 
costs of the necessary additional features. 
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tEChnology, markEt, anD 
organizational rEaDinESS

three factors determine whether car companies are in a 
position to employ big data-driven innovation.

First, the market must be ready. As we’ve already discussed, 
in China there is clearly an emerging middle-class consumer 
market hungry for a Chinese automotive brand they can 
trust. Chinese companies must respond—and soon.

Second, the organization must be ready. Successful, big 
data-driven companies have a culture openly committed 
to using data to succeed. Senior management sponsors 
this idea and organizes the company to make it so. At the 
moment, many Chinese companies are waking up to the 
fact that this is an area that can be exploited. 

this brings us to the third factor: technological readiness. 
today, big data technology vendors can provide end-to-
end packaged solutions that companies can adopt at a 
price point they can afford. Such solutions can enhance 
brand, lower costs and improve profitability by facilitating:

 ~ Descriptive analytics, which deliver insights into what 
occurred within various operations.

 ~ Predictive analytics, which are built on descriptive 
analytics and give companies insights into possible 
outcomes of future initiatives. 

 ~ Prescriptive analytics: When the insights of predictive 
analytics are applied to a company’s day-to-day 
operations to optimize outcomes, it can be said that 
the company is using prescriptive analytics.

employing these analytics on big data means decisions 
are timelier and incorporate deeper, richer insights into 
how each component and step in a product lifecycle 
contributes to profitability and brand equity. Companies 
understand customer needs in more detail and have 
more opportunities to fully test ideas before investing in 
innovative new product designs, operational models or 
services that build brand equity.

this plays out in every aspect of a company’s business.

finance and Budgeting: A major American manufacturer 
expects the enhanced speed and accuracy enabled by 
big data analytics for viN profitability will reduce the 

cost of its finance and budgeting function from 0.7% of 
total revenue to 0.4%, which translates into $500 million 
in savings.

Product Design and Development: big data analytics 
shorten the time and improve the reliability involved in 
gathering, integrating and analyzing the data required  
to understand what customers want and whether or  
not the company can profitability build it. it allows 
companies to quantify assumptions using detailed 
visibility into projected performance. the clear insights 
into customer needs and product costs enable profitable 
development of innovative products and significantly 
enhance brand equity.

Procurements and Purchasing: When purchasing depart-
ments view procurement in a siloed manner and cost 
cutting becomes the primary focus, the result tends to be 
that products meet initial cost cutting goals but fall short 
on delivering both value—which damages brand equity 
and, therefore, long-term profits. big data analytics draw 
on enterprise-wide access to spend data, as well as to the 
effects that procurement and purchasing activities have 
on lifecycle costs. this enables better decisions for both 
the short- and long-term.

Supply Chain management: big data analytics help 
companies build stronger, more cooperative and more 
profitable supply chain partnerships by enabling com-
panies to precisely track the effects of their actions. For 
example, indisputable insight into the effect of cheaper 
and less durable parts on the long-term profitability and 
brand equity of both partners enables mutually beneficial 
decisions for each stage of the process. 

manufacturing: big data analytics provide a data driven 
framework to measure the effect of a whole range of 
manufacturing programs on customer value creation, 
brand equity and overall profitability. 

Distribution and logistics: issues such as delivery delays 
and the volatility of fuel costs have made rapid response 
times an absolute essential. Long delivery times are 
one of the key reasons that Chinese customers reject 
a purchase. they also back off out of fear they will not 
have a dealership close by to service their vehicle—a 
concern that can only grow as more dealers go under in 
this crowded and highly competitive market. the abil-
ity to deliver and service cars in a timely way is a major 
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component of brand equity. by analyzing such items as 
vehicle sales data, vehicle registration data and demo-
graphics data—even traffic patterns—Chinese auto 
manufacturers can build detailed target segments and 
determine the right number and types of dealerships 
they should have for each market. in addition, big data 
analytics enable companies to modify existing logistics 
on the fly and develop new delivery options that ensure 
efficient distribution at the lowest possible cost. 

Sales and marketing: in China, oversupply is a major 
concern that can affect both sales and brand equity; the 
sales incentives associated with oversupply imply a car 
that nobody wants, as opposed to one that is delivering 
value. Having visibility into markets, sales projections, 
pipeline and production schedule can enable companies 
to better sync demand and supply. in addition, at a time 
of shrinking marketing budgets and rapidly evolving 
sales strategies, companies can use iterative analy-
ses and detailed product and market segmentation to 
capture in exquisite detail today’s rich mix of marketing 
activities and channels, as well as the dizzying array of 

organizations—both internal and external—involved in 
executing the activities. this enables small, effective trials 
that reduce investment risk as well as detailed visibility 
into the efficacy and return-on-investment of marketing 
spend. timely insights make it possible to quickly fine-
tune initiatives.

Warranty and maintenance Services: Warranty and main-
tenance offers can be wildly successful in the sales and 
marketing stage—and be instrumental in building brand 
equity—but carry significant risk in the latter stages of 
the product lifecycle. especially in light of new require-
ments in 2012, Chinese manufacturers can use these 
warranties and maintenance offers to successfully build 
brand equity with less risk by using big data analytics to 
improve vehicle reliability and creating innovative guar-
antees and services that profitably engage consumers. 

the principle measure of how well a manufacturer is 
doing in terms of creating high quality vehicles without 
excessive costs is the detection-to-correction (DtC) met-
ric: the amount of time between when a manufacturer 

Your warranty costs are 10-20% too high • Improve failure-detection time

• Improve product quality

• Maximize customer satisfaction
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Figure 1. How early Warning Analytics help reduce warranty costs.
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first becomes aware of a quality issue to the time it takes 
to correct it. by gathering detailed data on the qual-
ity and reliability of the various parts and components 
early, companies can have enough time to correct an 
issue when only a select number of vehicles are involved. 
Some estimate that adoption of a big data analytics solu-
tion can reduce the detection part of the DtC cycle by as 
much as 40%. 

in addition, the more timely and complete picture of 
product quality through the entire lifecycle means that 
warranty policies are informed by facts. they allow com-
panies to create more innovative services offerings, such 
as extended warranties, which will both enhance their 
brand and increase their profits. the same data—and 
additional analyses—help companies determine precisely 
how much money to set aside to meet long-term war-
ranty obligations.

thE Common thrEaD: finDing 
anD rESPonDing to thE voiCE 
of thE CuStomEr

to build a lasting and powerful brand, all of the analyses 
described above must be informed by a detailed under-
standing of customer need: they must find ways to truly 
hear the voice of the customer. 

traditionally companies identify customer needs with 
market research surveys. big data analytics can speed 
this process and incorporate other sources such as social 
media and internet data that tap into customer prefer-
ences and attributes about a firm’s products and those  
of its competitors. 

So for example, in China, 90% of buyers search online for 
vehicle information, using vehicle information portal sites, 
search engines, video sites, online forums and social 
media. Some studies have shown that Chinese consum-
ers rejected some brands because they perceived the 
models to be less reliable than those of competitors, even 
though actual reliability performance was better in some 
cases. in other cases, consumers rejected a car because 
the price was more than they would pay for any vehicle. 
big data analytics would allow Chinese manufactures 
to better understand and respond to these customer 
perceptions and the role that various influencers have on 
brand equity. 

types of analysis include:

 ~ influencer analysis – by analyzing social media data, 
manufacturers can understand whose actions influence 
the behavior of peers to purchase, sell, or consider 
vehicles. 

 ~ virility analysis – manufacturers can analyze the flow 
of interactions across a social network to understand 
breadth and speed of influence on customer sentiment.

 ~ Engagement analysis – manufacturers can gain insights 
into customer interests that lead to more successful 
customer engagement strategies. 

Hearing and understanding the voice of the customer 
also provides critical insight into pricing strategies, espe-
cially at a time in China when price sensitivity is high and 
its link to brand equity is critical. by integrating detailed 
data from sales operations, voice of the customer analyt-
ics and customer data and demographics, companies 
can carefully segment their customers and price their 
cars appropriately.

hoW to CrEatE a Big Data-
DrivEn organization

As noted earlier, implementing a big data-driven organi-
zation demands executive and organizational commitment 
to the idea that detailed, data driven insights can improve 
decision-making throughout the enterprise—from strate-
gic decisions in the executive suite to day-to-day tactical 
decisions on the front line. the insights require tech- 
nology that can reliably clean and integrate data from 
disparate sources within and outside the organization, as 
well as a powerful, scalable analytical platform that can 
handle workloads of any size.

implementation can be a staged process, with each initial 
success justifying next steps. Companies can and often 
should start small, typically in the stage of the product 
lifecycle that has the greatest margin variability from viN 
to viN (the squeaky wheel), and/or where data is easiest 
to obtain and has the broadest application. 

So, for example, sales are often a key area because all of 
today’s incentives can create remarkable variability from 
car to car, location to location. in addition, sales data is 
often readily available and can be applied to many differ-
ent aspects of the operation, such as warranty and services 
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agreements and fraud prevention efforts. As companies 
begin the process, they can look as well at sub-segments, 
departments, and process areas within sales. this can 
continue in a serial fashion or in parallel depending on the 
need and resources available to tackle the issues.

WhiCh Data anD from WhErE?

one of the first critical questions that companies con-
front is what data to use and how and where they should 
obtain it? A series of “screens” can answer that.

 ~ level of allocation – in the initial stages, the fewer 
number of allocations the better. How much viN level 
allocation of revenue and costs needs to be calculated 
to get the needed answers? Can you get it directly 
from source systems? Do you need detailed data right 
away or will high-level allocations do?

 ~ Data reusability – is the data useful in its own right 
and can it be easily repurposed for other reporting and 
analytical purposes?

 ~ variability – is there enough variability from one serial 
number to another to be useful for increasing margins 
at the viN level?

 ~ Data availability – How hard is the data to get and 
how easy is it to source unchanged from the source 
systems? in the initial stage, the easier the better.

a CuStomizaBlE roaDmaP

though every company must tailor its implementation 
to its own needs, there are certainly common threads 
that run across all automotive manufacturers. typically, 
the area with the greatest variability is sales and market-
ing and so it represents a logical first step and a good 
opportunity for seeing quick results. From there, most 
companies would move on to Service, Distribution, manu-
facturing, Purchasing and Design. Figure 2 is a high-level 
look at the viN-level data needed for each of these areas. 

Figure 2.

Vin A Vin b

Revenue Variance (AbS)*

New Sale – List Price 23500 23300 200

Servicing & Parts – List Price 300 300 0

Less Discounts/Rebates -1500 -600 900

Customer Revenue 22300 23000 700

Less Sales Commissions -3545 -3660 115

Total net Revenue 18755 19340 585

Costs

R&D 1000 1000 0

Manufacturing Costs

materials 9000 8700 300

Labour 4200 4300 100

Rework 100 0 100

Distribution

Freight 500 500 0

Repairs 1000 0 1000

Preparation 350 200 150

Warranty

materials 150 150

Labour 150 150

other Costs 300 0 300

Total Costs 16450 14700 1750

Vin Profit 2305 4640 2335

Which of 
these areas 
have greatest 
variability, 
has biggest 
impact on 
profitability, 
and is most 
in need of 
analysis?

SalES  
variaBility

r&D, 
manufaCturing 
CoSt variaBility

DiStriBution  
CoSt variaBility

SErviCE CoSt 
variaBility
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DAtA NeeDeD otHeR uSeS

Sales  ~ Detailed Sales Data – Wholesale and selling price 
 ~ incentives Data 
 ~ vehicle master 
 ~ Sales Channel master 
 ~ Customer master
 ~ bill of materials (bom) integration data

Global sales dashboard 
Global sales forecasting

Service  ~ Warranty Claims at viN level
 ~ Replacement Parts Detail
 ~ Labor Costs Detail
 ~ Parts master
 ~ Service technician Data (Name, Certification etc.)
 ~ bom integration, as serviced for each viN  
at the part level

early warning system 
Supplier cost recovery 
Fraud reduction 
Reserve forecasting

Distribution  ~ vehicle Shipments at viN
   – Ship/ocean, truck, Railroad Shipments
   – Shipment allocations to viN level
 ~ transportation Supplier master
 ~ bom integration - Port installed options at viN level

early warning system 
Supplier cost recovery 
Fraud reduction 
Reserve forecasting
Service cost optimization

manufacturing  ~ manufacturing Costs
   – Labor
   – materials
   – Fixed Costs
 ~ viN detail data (build data, Shift, Plant, Line etc.)
 ~ manufacturing Cost allocations to viN level
 ~ bom integration - As built bom created for each  
viN at the part level 

manufacturing cost analysis
material planning analysis
vehicle quality traceability to 
manufacturing 
manufacturing process analysis 
and optimization

Purchase/ 
Design

 ~ Development Costs
 ~ Development allocation costs for viN Nomenclature  
(part level)
 ~ viN Level Profitability Analysis can include:

   – viN Level Design variability on viN Level Profitability
   – vehicle Product offering analysis
   – Accounting for Simulated vehicles

– Analysis of Costs and margins of all proposed  
vehicle configurations using complete design  
and engineering boms

Product development cost 
analysis
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thE tEraData analytiC 
EnvironmEnt for Big Data 
analytiCS, automotivE StylE

to create the necessary analytic environment, a number 
of factors must be in place: automated data collection, 
centralized and sophisticated data warehousing, collab-
orative information sharing, and the ability to deploy a 
wide range of analytics right within the warehouse.

 ~ the teradata High Performance Hardware/Database 
Platform automatically distributes data and balances 
mixed workloads in the most complex environments 
while eliminating data latency. Scalable to 186 
petabytes, the symmetric multiprocessing and massive 
parallel processing—unique teradata features—mean 
that multiple queries race efficiently through mountains 
of integrated data to deliver a single, consistent and 
trustworthy view of the product lifecycle. because 
teradata embeds all analytics within the database, 
it can accommodate any and all queries easily, so 
companies can quickly identify problems or areas for 
improvement within their supply chain.

 ~ teradata’s master Data management (mDm) provides 
a unified view of data across multiple systems to meet 
the analytic needs of a global business. mDm creates 
singular views of master and reference data, whether it 
describes customers, products, suppliers, locations, or 
any other important attribute.

 ~ the teradata manufacturing Logical Data model 
(mLDm) provides an industry template and data 
relationships for defining the company data model. 
the template defines direct traceability data and 
other lifecycle data associated with traceable 
components (assembly processes, manufacturing 
equipment, operators, time stamps, test results, 
shipping/transportation, service/repair, and warranty 
claim information). As such, the mLDm provides a 
comprehensive and flexible blueprint of how data is 
organized within a teradata Database, diagramming 
the relationships of data extracted from disparate 
sources to provide an industry-specific, enterprise view 
of the value chain that enables companies to achieve 
the deepest answers as quickly as possible. 

 ~ teradata value Analyzer (tvA) improves profitability 
analytics by calculating a behavioral-based, enterprise-
wide view of value—by customer, product, sales 
channel or organization. instead of traditional value 
averages and summary information, tvA uses detailed 
activity data to create more accurate measurements 
of profitability and help you make better strategic and 
tactical decisions for all critical enterprise functions.

 ~ more than 3,000 Professional Services consultants—
all of whom bring industry expertise and top-level 
experience with data warehousing and business 
intelligence—enable a uniquely tailored solution. 
teradata consultants are expert in creating a 
comprehensive analytical environment that makes 
a vPmA effort—in fact, the entire enterprise—more 
responsive to customer needs and changing regulatory 
requirements. 

Figure 3. vPmA Customizable Road map.
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a laSting anD PoWErful 
BranD lEaDS to SuStainaBlE 
ProfitS

increasingly, success in China’s auto industry relies on the 
ability to build and sustain brand equity that will resonate 
with China’s exploding middle-class. Companies must 
build that brand efficiently enough to maintain a healthy 
profit margin. 

the key is being able to conduct precision analyses of 
customer, program, platform, and viN/product profitabil-
ity data that lead to top-down/middle-out/bottom-up 

understanding of the customer’s voice, as well as of cost 
and profit variances and their root causes. the right 
big data analytics solution can deliver reliable insights 
into complex variables that include design, component 
purchase price, production labor and materials, transpor-
tation, logistics, incentives, rebates, post-sales support 
and other attributes. 

And in a fiercely competitive marketplace with consum-
ers hungry for value, those manufacturers that possess 
the technology capable of delivering game-changing 
insights—and a company culture committed to big data 
analytics—will be the ones that can profitably build a suc-
cessful brand. 
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